New Recipes From Quilt Country More Food Folkways From The Amish Mennonites

new recipes from quilt country more food folkways from the amish mennonites marcia adams on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers a sequel to the classic it cooking from quilt country ro presents more than 175 cherished family recipes, recipes remembered marcia adams 9780517208960 amazon - marcia adams gives families a culinary scrapbook to pass on food traditions in loving detail combining fill in text with dozens of blank recipe cards and a pocket for collecting clippings and other food related memorabilia recipes remembered helps families preserve their recipes as treasured heirlooms full color illustrations, amish casserole amish america - there are few foods as filling and comforting as a good warm casserole they re also great dishes for culinary experimentation tweak a recipe by adding your own ingredients to the mix
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